Efficiency meets reliability
Maximize the energy output of your roof by combining SunPower’s industry-best panel efficiency with our fully optimized mechanical and electrical architecture, comprehensive warranty and robust monitoring system.

Reach your sustainability goals faster
Commercial solar is an excellent way to boost your bottom line, rally employees and improve overall brand recognition. By choosing a fully integrated solution that installs faster, you can harness these benefits with minimal disruption to your business.

Cleaner energy, bigger savings
Lower electricity costs are the top reason businesses go solar. And with industry-leading technology covered by the best 25-year warranty you’ll never need, SunPower® Helix® delivers the most predictable long-term savings.

sunpower.com/helix
SunPower® Helix® Roof System

Fully integrated rooftop solution
Engineered to deliver the most reliable energy production over the long term.

Dual Tilt
Maximizes energy generated in constrained spaces; ideal for customers prioritizing Net Present Value and maximum utility bill offset.

Single Tilt
Optimizes energy output per panel in unconstrained spaces; ideal for customers prioritizing Internal Rate of Return.

SunPower® Maxisolar® cell-based panels
• Highest efficiencies available on the market
• High energy production
• 40-year projected useful life
• Leading durability

SunPower® Performance Series panels
• High performance in shade
• Superior durability and reliability compared to conventional panels
• 35-year projected useful life

Warranties
• SunPower panels  25 years
• Helix mounting system 5  25 years
• Inverter 6  10 years
• EnergyLink® monitoring hardware  10 years

System Monitoring
SunPower® EnergyLink® software enables near real-time insights for intuitive energy management.

Inverter
Pre-configured, 6 MPPT inverter with connectorized DC inputs and MPPT level monitoring.

Mounting System
Highly flexible mechanical architecture to optimize for energy yield and power density needs.

Cable Management
Durable components provide protection from harsh roof environments that could contribute to costly downtime.

System Financing
Separate your initial investment into manageable monthly payments over 7-10 years.

• Capital Lease: ideal for those with a tax appetite; can depreciate the asset.

• Operating Lease: ideal for nonprofits or those with no tax liability; a third party monetizes the tax credit and depreciation.

1 Based on datasheet review of websites of top 20 manufacturers per IHS, as of Jan. 2020.
2 "SunPower Module 40-Year Useful Life," SunPower white paper, 2013. Useful life is 99 out of 100 panels operating at more than 70% of rated power.
3 Jordan, et. al. Robust PV Degradation Methodology and Application, PVSC 2018.
5 Manufacturer pass-through warranty.
6 Manufacturer pass-through warranty. Warranties of 15 or 20 total years are available directly through manufacturer.
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